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At the Shelter

During the car ride, Cory held the pup on his lap and petted her 

lovingly. The dog stuck her nose out the window and sniffed the 

warm air. As a gentle breeze blew across Cory’s face, he dreamed 

about keeping his new friend.

On the way to the shelter, Mom and Dad checked telephone poles 

in the neighborhood for “Missing Dog” posters. They found only one, 

and it had a picture of a white poodle on it.

 “Here we are,” Dad announced as they arrived at a square brick 

building. “This is the Hound Town Animal Shelter.”

As the Davis family walked inside, they immediately heard a 

chorus of dogs loudly barking. Cory couldn’t believe how many dogs 

were at the shelter. 

At the front desk, a shelter worker named Tara said, “Hi there. 

How can I help you?”

Cory could think only about all the dogs he was seeing and 

hearing. He suddenly said, “How many dogs are here? And where did 

they come from?”

“We care for about sixty dogs at the shelter,” Tara said. The loud 

barking continued.
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Why are so many dogs put into shelters? Sometimes, 
their owners become ill or don’t have time to care for 
them. As a result, owners might drop off their pets 
at a shelter, hoping someone will adopt them. Other 
times, people simply abandon their pets on the streets. 
Abandoned dogs become strays that are forced to live 
on their own. Luckily, animal control officers are often able to catch these canines and bring them to a shelter to be cared for.

Animal Shelters
Like Bear, many dogs are adopted from animal shelters. These are organizations that care for homeless 

pets and try to find homes for them. While shelters take 
in many kinds of animals, most of the pets who live there 
are dogs and cats. Each year, as many as three million 
dogs are placed in shelters in the United States.

There are between 3,500 and 5,000 
animal shelters in the United States.

Animal shelters such as this one care for hundreds of animals. 

An animal control officer bringing a stray dog to a shelter
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TEACHER’S GUIDE

Fiction and Nonfiction 
Use this Teacher’s Guide to help students learn about fiction and nonfiction texts. 
The first section of the guide provides a basic overview of the genres, while the 
second section can be used as a lesson plan for comparing two individual titles 
about similar topics. 

CCSS Language Arts Standards
RI3.9 Compare and contrast the most important points and key 

details presented in two texts on the same topic.

RI4.9 Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in 
order to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.
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Discuss Fiction and Nonfiction
Prompt students to describe the genres of fiction and nonfiction. Ask them to cite examples of each genre. 
For example, fiction includes short stories and novels, while nonfiction includes newspapers and textbooks.

Create a Chart or Diagram
Help students establish what the differences and similarities are between fiction and nonfiction by using 
a Venn diagram or a chart. Place fiction attributes on one side of the chart and nonfiction attributes on the 
other side, with a space in the middle for shared attributes. 

Fiction Nonfiction
Stories about 

characters and events 
that are not real

Could be based on facts, 
but the facts cannot be 
proven and the overall 

story is not true

Can include photos, 
but illustrations are 

more common

Can have a plot, 
setting, and 

themes

Can cover the 
same topic

Can have photos and 
illustrations

Based on 
provable facts

Can include illustrations, 
but photos are more 

common

Often includes 
an index 

Define Important Terms and Concepts
Assist students in defining the following literary terms and concepts in order to help compare fiction and 
nonfiction texts. 

•	 Character (a person or an animal portrayed in a novel, short story, or play)
•	 Characterization (the way the author describes a character)
•	 Chronological order (the order in which events actually happened)
•	 Facts (information that can be proven true)
•	 Mood (the way the reader feels when reading a text)
•	 Plot (sequence of events in a story where each event causes the next 

event to happen)
•	 Setting (where a story takes place)
•	 Theme (the main idea of a story)

As students further explore works of fiction and nonfiction, they can apply the terms and concepts they have 
learned to individual books and add new words to this list.

Stories about people, animals, 
and events that are real
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A Closer Look 
Hound Town Chronicles: Stray to Star! A Shelter Dog Story and Dog Heroes: 
Shelter Dogs

Objective: To have students compare fiction and nonfiction texts about stray dogs and 
dogs that have been placed in animal shelters

1. Read 
Have students read the Hound Town Chronicles title, Stray to Star! Then have them read the Dog Heroes 
title, Shelter Dogs. Ask students to take notes about the setting, characters, and any important themes as 
they read.

•	 Which ofthe stories is fiction? Which is nonfiction? How can you tell? Ask 
students what clues helped them figure out what genre each book falls into. 

2. Compare and Contrast
Think about the fictional canine character Clover in from Stray to Star! and one of the real-life dogs in Shelter 
Dogs; for example, Rocky in “A Rocky Start” on pages 12 to 15. How are the dogs alike? How are they 
different? Create a chart in which you compare the two. Ask students to use specific examples from both 
texts. 

Examples of similarities: 
•	 Clover and Rocky are both strays; they were 

found roaming the streets.
•	 Both dogs were adopted by loving families. 
•	 Clover and Rocky both helped save their 

owners. 

Examples of differences:
•	 Clover is outgoing and friendly, while Rocky 

was initially shy and afraid of people. 
•	 Rocky was part of the Pups on Parole 

program, in which prisoners prepare homeless 
dogs for adoption. 

•	 Rocky led his sick owner to safety, while 
Clover fought off a venomous snake. 

What emotions do you feel when you think about a dog risking its life to save its owner? 

3. Challenge Students: The Backstory
A backstory is the history or background of a fictional character that helps readers develop a fuller 
understanding of that character. Think about the dog Clover in Stray to Star! How do you think he ended up 
without an owner wandering the streets? Write a paragraph that tells Clover’s backstory. 

4. Extend Knowledge: What Happens Next? 
Reread chapter 5 of Stray to Star! Imagine Cory’s first day of school in his new hometown. How do you 
think his friendship with Clover has helped prepare him for starting a school in a new place and meeting 
new people? Do you think he’ll have an easy time making friends? Why or Why not? Write a new, two-page 
chapter for the book that’s a continuation of the story.  


